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OVERVIEW
Mt Hotham alpine resort is a hidden treasure, perched high in the
lofty mountain ranges of north east Victoria. A long-time meeting
place for our Traditional Owners, it’s also a sanctuary for unique
species and a vast playground for outdoor adventurers.

The Mt Hotham village is close to Mt Feathertop,
Victoria’s second highest peak at 1,922 metres
elevation.
Mt Hotham is well known for the quality of its walking
product and considered a must-do destination for
serious walkers. As one of the most iconic hiking
locations in the country, there are walks to suit all
levels from village rambles to full and multi day hikes,
all offering unrivalled views of Mt Hotham’s unique
ridge-line panoramas. For runners Mt Hotham offers
the performance benefits of high altitude training
with stunning mountain views as a bonus.
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The resort is bisected by the Great Alpine Road,
one of Australia’s most scenic roads and a favourite
destination for road trippers, motorcycle and car
clubs. It is also a magnet for road cyclists who yearn to
conquer one of Australia’s (and potentially the world’s)
most iconic cycling climbs.
The resort has the distinction of being the only
Victorian alpine resort with an airport that operates
year-round. Mt Hotham Airport is serviced by
charter flights from Victoria and NSW, and also
accommodates private planes.
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KEY STATISTICS

MT HOTHAM
SUMMIT
ELEVATION

MT HOTHAM
VILLAGE
ELEVATION

MT FEATHERTOP
SUMMIT
ELEVATION

1,861m

1,765m

1,922m

45 MINS

30 MINS

50 MINS

Flight time from
Lilydale, Essendon &
Moorabbin airports

Flight time from
Albury and
Canberra airports

Flight time from
Sydney airport

DISTANCE
FROM
MELBOURNE

GREAT
ALPINE ROAD

DISTANCE
FROM
ALBURY

380km

WHEN
TO VISIT
December –
Easter

339km total –
Wangaratta
to Metung

135km

AVERAGE
SUMMER
TEMPS

SUMMER
ACCOMMODATION
CAPACITY

Max. 15 – 18 C
Min. 5 – 8 C

2,000 beds

ACTIVITIES

AMENITIES

– Walking and hiking

– Visitor information

– Road cycling

– Day shelter and hydration station

– Trail running

– Supermarket

– Guided, catered walks

– Post Office

– Eco ‘glamping’

– Playground

– Gourmet food adventures

– Pentanque court
– Food and beverage outlets
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INCREDIBLE
EXPERIENCES
ONLY AT MT HOTHAM

Sleeping in a tent suspended
amongst the snow gums in
the Mt Hotham eco-village
Alpine Nature Experience

Indulging in an alpine outdoor
massage or hot tub bath
Alpine Nature Experience

Wilderness BBQs and
gourmet guided walks
All Terrain BBQs

Explore all corners of the resort’s
wilderness with guided trail runs
Alpine Running

Cheese and wine
masterclass in cosy tepee
Alpine Nature Experience
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HISTORY

From a meeting place for Traditional Owners to gold mining
and cattle grazing, then on to tourism, the history of the
Hotham section of the Great Alpine Road is rich.

TRADITIONAL OWNERS
Mt Hotham is situated within the traditional lands
of the Gunaikurnai and the Jaimathang peoples.
Mt Hotham Resort Management has a partnership
with the Traditional Owners to manage the natural
resources and ecosystems within the Alpine Resort.
In the spring and summer months ancestors of
Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners would have
gathered in large numbers to enjoy the fruit berries
and Bogong moths.
They undertook a travel route from the Dargo High
Plains to Mt Hotham. Once on Mt Hotham, smoke
signals were exchanged to indicate their presence
to Jaimathang whose country was north of the
Bogong High Plains.
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The Old People would continue travelling to meet
Jaimathang and set up ceremonies, songs and carry out
arranged marriages. These cultural links were severed
once European settlement occurred. The Gunaikurnai
Land and Water Aboriginal Council and Jaimathang
renewed cultural connections in 2021 hoping to
recover lost customs and reclaim cultural rights.
It is known that the principal language groups in
the Mt Hotham region included the Gunaikurnai,
Dhudhuroa and the Jaitmathang.
More information here.
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HISTORY

GOLD

HISTORIC HUTS

During the gold rush of the mid 1800s hundreds
of gold-bearing reefs were discovered in the ranges
around Harrietville and Mt Hotham. Visitors can
still see traces of this history in the many mine
remnants in the resort area and along the Great
Alpine Road, including:

High country huts are a big attraction at
Mt Hotham, with many hikers planning walks
that use the huts as waypoints and rest spots.

– The filled-in mineshaft for the Mt Baldy Mine
still exists on the Mt Hotham summit. When it
operated, it was Australia’s highest gold mine.
– The historic Brandy Creek Mine can be accessed
via the Brandy Creek walking track that starts
within the resort, just past the Whiskey Flat area.
– The Cobungra Ditch Walk follows the course
of an abandoned 10.5 km water race, part of the
hydraulic sluicing operations of the Cobungra
Gold Mining Company’s operations.
– The Red Robin Mine is accessible from the
walking track that starts at the Loch carpark
(whichis the Falls to Hotham Alpine Crossing
trailhead).
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Doing a long hike and setting up camp next to a
hut for the night is a unique experience in Australia,
and offers a memorable way to immerse yourself
in the alpine environment.
Notable huts in the Mt Hotham area include
Spargo’s Hut, which is State heritage listed and is
one of the oldest intact structures in the resort.
It was built by prospector Bill Spargo and his
brother Cecil in 1927-8 for Bill’s prospecting and
mining activities in the Golden Point area. Spargo’s
Hut is accessible via The Huts Walk.
Also accessible via The Huts Walk is Derrick Hut,
originally built as a day shelter for ski tourers by the
Wangaratta Ski Club in 1967. Silver Brumby Hut,
located on the banks of Swindler’s Creek, is a local
favourite for picnics and as a base for trout fishing.
For more information about these and other huts,
visit our website.
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HISTORY

GREAT ALPINE ROAD (B500)

RESORT TRANSFORMATION

The Great Alpine Road is Australia’s highest yearround accessible sealed road. It starts at Wangaratta in
north east Victoria and ends at Metung in Gippsland.
Sealing of the road was completed in the Hotham
resort in 1996–97.

Over several summers the resort is undertaking
key infrastructure projects, that once complete,
will enhance the amenity and service of the resort,
across both summer and winter.

A wealth of information about the locations along
the Great Alpine Road between Harrietville and
Mt Hotham village is available from here.

– Alpine Gateway: Falls to Hotham Alpine
Crossing trailhead access, carparking and
day visitor hub

DESTINATION FOR TOURISTS
The growth of Mt Hotham as a destination has been
largely driven by recreational skiing. The first chalet for
skiers, the Hotham Heights Chalet was established in
1925 and resort growth was slow until the 1970s when
a boom of building saw lodges proliferate through
the resort. The much-loved Arlberg Hotel opened in
1984 (at the time being the largest accommodation
complex in Victoria) and the resort was firmly
established as a premier winter holiday destination.
In 1999 the opening of the Hotham airport heralded
a new era of accessibility for the resort.
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Projects include:

– Whiskey Flat: Biathlon range and recreation centre
– Resort placemaking, signage and wayfinding

WALKING MASTERPLAN
To support the growth and development of the
existing tracks and trails and supporting product,
a walking tourism masterplan is being developed
that will deliver a number of enhancements
across the trail network and associated services,
establishing Mt Hotham as Victoria’s premier
walking destination.
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SUMMER
HIGHLIGHTS

If I had to choose a favourite hike I’d
say the Mt Loch car park to Dibbins Hut.
The views across the mountain range
are so beautiful, the vegetation varies
so much and when you get to the hut
it’s surrounded by white flowers.
Ayu O’Donnell, Wandiligong

HIKING AND
WALKING
Mt Hotham has a range of truly iconic alpine tracks
and trails that provide access to some of Australia’s
best views, unique flora and the High Country’s rich
history. Mt Hotham is fast solidifying its reputation
as a premier walking destination, with a number of
‘must-do’ walks and hikes.
There are options to suit all ages and fitness levels.
The walking season commences early December
and runs through to Easter each year.
Mt Hotham is the southern trailhead for the Falls to
Hotham Alpine Crossing, which includes a segment
of the 655 km Australian Alpine Walking Track.

Number of easy walks (1 – 3km)

6

Number of moderate walks (1 – 17km)

6

Number of challenging walks (22 – 46 km)

3

Some of the more popular Mt Hotham hikes include:
– Razorback to Mt Feathertop
(8 hours/22km return)
– Falls to Hotham Alpine Crossing
(3 days/37km one way)
– The Brabralung trail
(4 hours/12km one way, car shuttle return)
– Cobungra Ditch walk
(7 hours/17km)
– Historic Huts Walk
(7 hours/18km)
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SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

Mt Hotham has to be one of the most
epic road climbs in Australia, probably
even in the world. From steep gradients
to jaw dropping views and the sense
of achievement when you summit.
Make it a bucket list climb!
Fiona Morris, Bright

CYCLING
The Great Alpine Road between Harrietville and
Mt Hotham village winds through lush green areas,
tall forests and majestic snowgums, then traverses
the top of the mountain range, surrounded by vistas
of endless mountain peaks and valleys.
The road passes local huts and ski lodges, providing
a spectacular view of Mt Buffalo, Mt Feathertop and
the high plains. The climb is quite steep in some
areas and is not for the faint hearted. With some
areas at a maximum grade of 18%, this ride is a true
alpine challenge.

Great Alpine Road cycling information*
– A long, challenging climb with three distinct
sections, some steep ramps and great views.
– The first section is a steady 11km… except
The Meg at the 5.6km mark (300m at ~10%).
– The second section is a long false-flat from
11km to 19.7km with only minimal climbing.
– The final section begins at 19.7km and features
two short descents (at 22.9km and 27km).
– CRB Hill at 23.5km (1.1km at 10%) and
Diamantina at 28.3km (1.4km at 9%).
Climb from Harrietville to Hotham village

30km

Vertical gain

1,279m

Average gradient

4.2%

Minimum gradient

~ 2%

Maximum gradient

~ 18%

* Source: TheClimbingCyclist.com
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SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

TREE TENT GLAMPING AND ECO VILLAGE
Alpine Nature Experience, winners of Gold at the
2019 Victoria Tourism Awards for their unique winter
accommodation, operate a summer eco-camp
with the most unique camping experience around.
The eco-camp is set in the wilderness of Hotham,
completely off the grid with minimal impact on
the environment.
In summer guests sleep in tents suspended
above the snow gums, enjoy an outdoor massage
or hot tub and finish the day with pizza from the
woodfire oven.

Such a creative business
idea that really captures the
beauty of the Australian Alps.
Delicious food, and great hosts.
What a wonderful experience.
Freya, Facebook review
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SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

RUNNING
For people who want a faster pace than walking,
Mt Hotham is the perfect location for some altitude
training or just a better than average running location.
We also host a number of high-profile running events.
Here’s a few suggestions:
The Razorback
The Historic Huts trail

22km return
15-18km

The Brabralung trail

22km return

The Cobungra Ditch

18km return

Running the trails around Hotham
is a great way of getting to know the
High Country…beautiful forests and
rivers in remote valleys, rustic mountain
huts and rugged peaks…and each and
every time I discover something new.
Andrew Moulding, South Melbourne
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SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

WILDFLOWERS

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mt Hotham in summer is a riot of colour, with our
beautiful wildflowers bursting into bloom and
attracting walkers and sightseers to admire and
enjoy. This level of interest in our native vegetation
has driven the production of the first and only
guide to Mt Hotham flora, which is available in hard
copy from our office, or online on our website in
downloadable and online interactive form.

Being located at the top of a mountain makes for
spectacular images, and Mt Hotham regularly hosts
photography clubs and ‘Insta Meets’. Some of the
best locations for photography include:

One amazing species is the Alpine Marsh-Marigold
which can be seen through the clear ice still
covering alpine streams at the start of Spring.

– Dargo lookout
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– Mt Hotham Summit

– Silver Brumby Hut

– Mt Loch Summit

– Joyce Brockhoff Hut

– Little Higgi

– The Razorback
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SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS

EVENTS
EVENTS CALENDAR

RUNNING EVENTS

January
– Alpine Classic Cycling Challenge

Feathertop Return Run
– Saturday 4 December 2021

February
– Above the Clouds (music)

Razorback Run
– Saturday 19 March 2022

March
– Run To The Hills (music)
– Peaks Challenge (cycling)
– Razorback Run
– The Australian Grand Traverse

The Australian Grand Traverse
– Saturday 26 March 2022

April
– Alpine Challenge (running)

Great Southern Endurance Run
– November 2022

Alpine Challenge:
– 23–25 April 2022

October – April
– 7 Peaks Ride
November:
– Great Southern Endurance Run
– Women’s Cycling 3 Peaks
– Family 4WD Weekend
December
– Feathertop Return Run
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MEDIA VISITS
Before you put pen to paper, we invite you come up
and immerse yourself in all that Mt Hotham has to
offer. We welcome all journalists, writers, podcasters,
Instagrammers, photographers and film makers –
anyone who wants to tell a story about this beautiful
neck of the woods.

IMAGE GALLERY
We’ll help you plan your high country experience
so you can gain an intimate knowledge of all that
Mt Hotham has to offer.
Our media team can tailor an itinerary to suit your
story requirements. Give us your brief and we’ll give
you the lowdown on how to achieve it. We’re happy
to host your visit including accommodation and
whatever else you’ll need for genuine media stories.
Contact us to discuss your visit on
media@mthohtham.com.au.
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If you need professional photos to bring your
stories to life we have an extensive image gallery
with beautiful photos of Mt Hotham in all its
summer glory available for you to use.

MEDIA CONTACT
Mt Hotham Resort Management
M: 0447 331 267
E: media@mthotham.com.au
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T +61 3 5759 3550
F +61 3 5759 3693
info@mthotham.com.au
www.mthotham.com.au
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